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SUMMARY
I am a passionate and enthusiastic software developer. I am always looking to expand my knowledge
and experience with the goal of creating useful and user-friendly software. Through my studies and my
work experiences I have acquired a notable knowledge in the field.
My project management skills enable me to leverage best practices to consistently meet even the most
aggressive of timelines. I'm not afraid of challenges, on the contrary, I think of them as a good source
of motivation. I think on my feet and adapt easily to change.
I have excellent communication skills and I work well with others, as part of a team. I am very
comfortable speaking before crowds or giving lectures.

COMPUTER SKILLS
I think outside the box, I'm a good
problem-solver and
my diversified
skill set makes me an excellent
candidate as a full stack developer or
a great asset as a Back End or Front
End developer. I'm a fast learner,
versatile, and I can easily adapt to any
platform or architecture.



Project Architecture: MVC, MVP, MVVM



Programming languages: PHP, JavaScript, Java, C#, .NET & VB



PHP Frameworks & CMS: Wordpress, Drupal, Cake, CodeIgniter



JavaScript & Node.js: jQuery, React, JSX, Angular, Express.js, Socket.io,
Gulp.js, Qunit, Mocha, EJS, [[, {{, mongoose



CSS3: Bootstrap, Skeleton, Stylus, LESS
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Database SQL & noSQL: MySQL, mongoDB, Oracle, Access



Mobile: Android Applications, Unity3d Games



Server side: Apache, Ubuntu server, Linux, vSphere, VMware, Virtual
Box, Virtualmin, Odoo (OpenERP)



IDE: Visual Studio, IntelliJ, Adobe CC, Eclipse, etc.

EXPERIENCE
JANUARY 2009 PRESENT

Application Developer, Freelance
Other than my academic and work experience I have had the opportunity to freelanced for multiple
projects. My customers were academic institutions, independent professionals and small businesses.
View my portfolio for details.
-

“Bad-News” web application @ McGill University – Front End
o

-

Create a web application to allow medical students to learn and practice giving bad news to
patients by recording themselves and getting feedback from other students or teachers. Tools:
Node.js, Express.js, Bootstrap, AngularJS, MongoDB

Admissions site for the Faculty of Law at University of Montréal – Full Stack
o

My mandate was to review and update the code because the stability of the server was
compromised by faulty code and to update the user interface to a newer look. Tools: Linux, JSP,
GlassFish Server, PHP, MySQL, Bootstrap

-

Web developer – multiple projects
o

Build multiple websites for customers and myself. Maintain a network of affiliate marketing
websites for hosting and software solutions. Tools: WordPress, Drupal, PHP, JavaScript, MySQL,
jQuery, Ajax, CSS3 Bootstrap. Google SEO tools (Analytics, AdWords, AdSense).

o

Local deployment of Odoo (Open ERP) servers for small businesses and data transfers. Tools:
PHP, PostgreSQL, MySQL, JavaScript, jQuery, CSS3

JANUARY 2014 APRIL 2016

Undergrad Teacher Assistant, University of Montréal

NOVEMBER 2011 SEPTEMBER 2013

Account Executive, Ingram Micro

The job consisted of giving a two hours’ practical class following the teacher's theory class. My role was
also to help the students with the homework and answer their questions trough emails or on the forum.
It was also my responsibility to grade the software the students would submit as homework and give
them recommendations on how to improve the quality of the code. These requirements forced me to
remain updated with new technologies and better understand and debug faulty code. It also improved my
ability to give lectures and to talk to a crowd.

During my employment, I was required to maintain a lucrative business relationship with
multiple SMB customers on the Quebec territory. My tasks were to help customers make strategic
purchase decisions, help them negotiate purchasing contracts, find new business opportunities and
buffer communications between them and the manufacturers.
SEPTEMBER 2010 APRIL 2011

Office Support Clerk, Public Works and Services Canada

FEBRUARY 2004 AUGUST 2009

Customer Representative, Bell Express vu

I've gained a lot of experience during this contractual student position. It allowed me to gain experience
working in an office and how to prioritize administrative tasks. Amongst other responsibilities, I had to
do follow-ups on purchasing contracts, generate reports, schedule meetings and verify documentation.
My advanced knowledge of the Office Suite was very useful.

My first job out of college was as a technical support agent for the satellite television customers. My tasks
consisted of helping customers with the installation and configuration of the system and troubleshoot
technical issues.

EDUCATION
In June 2016, I completed a Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) at the University of Montreal with a field of study including ecommerce management and applied computer sciences. I am proud to say that I completed my computer science classes
on the honor roll with a stunning 4.3 GPA. During my tenure as a student, I’ve also attended classes in management,
psychology, communication and marketing.
June 2016

B.Sc. Bachelor of Science, University of Montréal

June 2016

Certificate of individual studies, University of Montréal

February 2015

Certificate of Applied Computer Science, University of Montréal

August 2011

Certificate of E-commerce management, HEC Montréal

LANGUAGES
I am fluent in English, French and Romanian. I am currently learning Spanish.
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